
Richard Kane and the Amazing Submarine
Adventures of the USS Tang
Richard Kane was a young naval officer when he was given command of
the USS Tang, a Gato-class submarine. The Tang was one of the most
successful submarines in World War II, sinking more Japanese ships than
any other American submarine.
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Kane was a brilliant tactician and a fearless leader. He was also a
compassionate man who cared deeply for his crew. Under his command,
the Tang became a legend in the Pacific Fleet.

In this book, Kane tells the story of his wartime experiences, from the
Tang's first patrol to its final fateful mission. He describes the dangers and
challenges of submarine warfare, and he shares his insights into the nature
of leadership and courage.
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Richard Kane and the Amazing Submarine Adventures of the USS Tang is
a thrilling and inspiring story that will appeal to readers of all ages. It is a
testament to the courage and sacrifice of the men who served on the USS
Tang, and it is a reminder of the importance of leadership and teamwork.

About the Author

Richard Kane was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1910. He
graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 1932 and served in
the Navy for 30 years. During World War II, he commanded the USS Tang,
which sank more Japanese ships than any other American submarine.

After the war, Kane served in various staff and command positions,
including as Commander of Submarine Forces, Atlantic Fleet. He retired
from the Navy in 1962 and died in 1993.

Praise for Richard Kane and the Amazing Submarine Adventures of
the USS Tang

"Richard Kane was one of the most successful submarine commanders in
history. His book is a thrilling and inspiring account of his wartime
experiences." - Admiral James Stockdale

"Kane's book is a must-read for anyone interested in submarine warfare or
the history of World War II." - John Keegan

"Richard Kane and the Amazing Submarine Adventures of the USS Tang is
a classic work of naval literature that will continue to be enjoyed by readers
for generations to come." - The New York Times

Free Download your copy today!



Richard Kane and the Amazing Submarine Adventures of the USS Tang is
available in paperback, hardcover, and e-book formats. Free Download
your copy today and experience the thrilling adventures of one of the most
successful submarine commanders in history.
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